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[To alljioholm it may concern: 7 

Be it5known that I, JOSEPH ‘FISHER, a 
I lieutenant-commander int-he United States 
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1 forming a part of 
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" ?ed form of the invention; 
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Navy‘, and a citizen of ‘the United'States, 
residing at Washington, inithe District of 
Columbia, havev invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Methods of and hp 
paratus for Injecting Fuel into Combustion 
Chambers; and ‘I do hereby declare the fol- i 
lowing to be a full, clear, and exact descrip 
tionlof-the invention, suchv as'will ‘(enable 
others skilled in the art to which it apper 
tains to make and use ‘the same. 

This invention‘relates to a method of and 
an apparatus‘ for injecting fuel into internal 
combustion engines, and has for its object 
to improve the methods and'means' hereto 

roposed. Y ‘ ' - ' ' \ 

VVlth this and other objects in view the in— 
ventio'n consists in the novel steps and com 
binations of steps constituting the method 
and in the novel parts and combinations of 
parts constituting the‘v apparatus, all as will 
be more fully hereinafter disclosed and'par 
ticularly pointed out in'the claims. ' 

' Referring to theaccompanyin drawings, 
this speci cation, in 

which like numerals designate like parts in 
‘all the views :—- , _ _ . 

Figure 1 is a ‘longitudinal sectional View 

'A specl?oatloh ot'Lettera Iii-tent. ‘,l Patented J an;v 1', 1918." 
Application and July 10,1917. 's‘lérm ms. 17am. ' ' 

cylinder 8, 4 a port leading ism said he '1. . 
inder, 5'__'a lug carrying the‘ port 4, 6a cir 
cular‘cham er carried by the plug 5, and 7' 
a plurality of inclinedlports/yorlpassa 

entering said chamber as shown. . he plu 
5 ?ts the cylinder "8, and isv screw thrcade _ 
into the injector nozzle or body 1,0"as at 
9. Said nozzle 10 is provided with the in 
let pass'agell lead-in" intothe annular cham 
ber 12 with which the passages 7 also‘ com-v 
municate, as shown. 

Said nozzle 10 is hollow or bored out, as.‘ 
illustrated, to accommodate the sleeve 13, 
,and inside said sleeve is ‘located the hollow 
bushing or plug 14. Said sleeve 13 is split, 
or cutaway,on‘one side to provide the exit 
passage 15 communicating with the annular 
cham ’ 

end of the plug 5. ' , 

The port 4 is controlled by the valve mem 
ber; 20, provided with the tapered or cone 

of t e chamber-6, and also provided with-the 

e'r 16 preferably’ located at, the upper 

shapled portion 21 ?tting the lower portion __ . 
l . 
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also carried by said plug/and tan entia'ly . ' ' 
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annular groove 22. .The said plug 5 is bored ' 
out as shown to form said chamber'?, and 
inpthe upper portion of the hollow or en 
larged chamber thus roduced is ?tted the 

' sleeve 23.- Th'e'said va ve member 20 ?ts the 

of nIinj'ector-made in accordance with this ' 
invention; , - _ ‘ 

Fi I2 is a diagrammatic ‘view of a modi 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged detail sectional view 
of the lower portion of the injector, taken 
on the line 3—3 ofvFig. 6;“ 1 . ‘ _ 

Fig. 4 is ‘a sectional view taken on ‘the line 
4—4 of_Fig. 3 looking-‘in the direction {of 
the arrows; 1 > ‘ ' ' 

Fig; 5 is a sectional view. taken on'the line ‘ 
5——5 of Fig. 3 looking in't’he-fdirection of 

' ‘ the arrows' ' 

Fi . 6 is a view similar‘toiFig. 5 takenion 
the hue 6~—6 of Fig. 3 looking in the direc? 

. .tion of the arrows; . ' ' J 

.Fig. 7 is a diagrammatic view of a (Siren--v 
ilating system that may be employed- in_ this 
invention; . .. > ‘:1. 

‘Fig. -8 vis a sectional view of a',_'somewhat 
modi?ed form of injecting nozzle; and 

' 9 "is a'diagrammatlc view oi annodi 
of circulating system capable of‘ 

employing >the~hozz e shown in Fig. 8,.‘ = 
y1 indicates any suitable engine, 2 a water 

interior bore of the said sleeve 23 as shown, 
and the sand annular vgroove 22',‘ carried by 
‘the valve plug 20, thus forms an annular '_ 
chamber or vpassage as illustrated. ~ 
'_ The ‘said valve plug 201s further provided 
with the inclined ‘or. spirally arranged pas 
s'ages'25which communicate with, said an 
nular' groove 22- atone 'endj,'and' at them 

7 other end communicate witha similarannur \ 
-~ lar groove. 26 wh1ch"_also forms an annular 
' chamberwith the interior of :said ‘sleeve 23 
'or with the interior of the hollow plugv 14 

vided with a plurality of radially disposed 
ports 28 which communicate with the above 

' mentioned annular chamber 16, and each of 
said spirally arranged passages 25 also com 
-mu‘nicates".with one of said ports 28 when 
‘the valve plug QOjisi'n a certain vposition, as 
will appear ‘more fully below, 

. Said valve<p1ugiscapable ‘of ‘a longitudié 
'nal ~movement withjfrespectl to the hollow 
plug or bushing'M; and .said‘bushing is ro 
vided with a suitable stul’?ng box 30 as i Ins- 

_ ‘ L _ I _ ' trated. Thexlonigitudinal motion ‘is impart-. 

Jacket thawing-'3 the mtcrlorlof an engine 

as.‘ 

*acco'rdin to the position in which sa1d valve _ 
plug ?n s itself; “The said sleeve 23 is pro- ‘ 
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edto said‘ valve‘plug .by'means ofan ex. ‘5. 



‘ illustrated in Fig. 1, the extension 31 and ' 

. ing said extension 31. Said cup or housing 
15 

\' extension 30 may pass. . 
‘that as the link or other means 36 recipro 

tension 31>,which passes through thestu?ing 
box 30 and is provided with a collar or other 
means 32 against which takes the end 33 of 
a lever|3x1 pivoted as at 35 and joined as by 
a means 36 to a moving part of the engine 
not shown. ‘ . ' 

.As the link "or means 36is moved down 
wardly or. in the direction of the arrow 

valve plug ‘20 will be moved upwardly as 
seen in said?gure, and thuscbnipress the 
spring 37 carried in the housing or cup 38 
resting onthe adjustable nuts surround- , 

38 conveniently reciprocates in the frame 
work 40 and the upper portion of the-spring 
conveniently rests-against the cover member 
41- 'through which the upper end 112 of said 

It is thus evident 

cates the valve plug. 20 will be moved up 
wardly againstthe compression of the spring 
37 and the said spring will return said valve 
plug to its closed position, so that the said 
plug will reciprocate ' 

, the moving part of the engine actuating the 
link 36. , p 
The plug 20 is shown in its lowest posi-‘ 

tion in Fig. 1 ‘wherein; it closes the port 11, 
and it is shown in its raised or open posi 
tion in Fig. 3. “Then the plug is in its closed 

- position, as illustrated, the ?uid is forced 

(40 

along the passage 11,, it‘ will enter thean 
nular chamber 12, the tangential passages 
I, the chamber 6, and the port 4 being closed 
it will next enter the groove 22, the spirally 
arranged passages 25, the groove, 26, the 
ports 28, the annular chamber 16, and the 
exit passage 15, all as will be clear from the 
drawings. On the other hand, when .the 
‘valve plug 20 is inits raised position as 
shown in Fig. 3, the port will be open and 

_ ?uid entering the tangentially arranged pass 
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sages'7 and the chan1ber'6 will pass down 
through said port 4 into the interior 3 of 
the cylinder 8. ‘ 
In such open-position of the valve plug 

20, its lowercylindrical portion 45 will con 
‘tact withv the interior’of the sleeve 23 and 
thus cut off communication between the 
chamber 6" and the said annular groove 22 so 
‘that ?uid‘ will no longerbe able ,to enter 
the passages 
exit passage 
below. 

50‘ represents a 

15, all as Wlll appear more fully 

v?uid shpply‘or inlet' ipe 
joined to the nozzle member 10,. as ilus-> 
trated, and which communicates with the 
inlet passage 11 as shown._ _51 represents an 
exit pipe also jpined to "said nozzle~ 10 and 
communicatingiwith the exit ‘passage '15, as V 
‘showms ‘Joined to the exit pipe‘ 51, is a re 
turn pipe 52 provided with an. adjustable 
valve '53 of any suitable construction: 51 

5.05. represents any suitable circulating pump to 

H1 synchronism with 

speed of the fuel 

25' nor to pass vout through the v 

V ?ne state of‘su'bdivisiimt 

‘ 1,252,254 ‘ 

is joined the inlet pipe ‘50. Located in the 
whichileads the return-pipe 52, and to which ' 

inlet ‘ pipe 50 is any ‘suitable heating coil 55.. ‘ 
'56’ represents a‘ connection ‘with the pipe 52, 
57 an adjustable valve, 58 a connection be 
tween ‘said valve 57 and a .feed pump 59, 
and 60 a connection betweensaid pump 59 
and a fuel supply 61. , ' " 
The‘ operation .of the invention, so‘ far 

tllisclosed, may be briefly summarized as fol 
ows:— ‘ a 

The circulating pump 54. being in opera 
tion, fuel such as oil, gas,vor other ?uids 
will be circulated through the heating coil 
55, the inlet pipe the'inlet passage 11, 
‘the annular chamber 12, tangential passages 
7, the chamber 6, and said valve 20 being‘ 
closed, said fuel will pass from said cham 
ber 6 into the groove 22, ‘the passages '25, 
into the groove 26, through the ports 28, 
through the annular chamber 16, through 
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the, exit passage 15, the exit or return pipes ' 
51 and52and back to the pump. The pas 
sages 7 being tangentially arranged with 
respect-to‘ the chamber 6,. as clearly shown 
in Fig. 6, the said fuel will be givena rotary 
motion in said chamber 6, the ' velocity of 
which will depend ‘ hpon the] di?t‘erence in 
pressure of the ?uid in the chambers 12 and 
6, and upon thearea of the said passages 7. 
~Thatis to say, if the passages 7 are made 

much smaller in cross sectional area than are 
the exit passages from the chamber 6 or the 

96 
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inlet passages to the chamber 12, then the s 
will be‘ greatly increased, 

and therefore, the velocity of said fuel in 
the chamber 6 will also .be greatly increased. 
So long as the‘fuel thus circulates in a closed 
system, such as is‘illustrated in Fig. 7, the 
valve 57 will remain closed and the said 
pump 59 will not bev called upon to supply 
any additional fuel to'the system. On the 
other hand, When‘the valve 20 is raised, in 
the manner ‘above disclosed, and the exit 
passage 15 is cut o?f, the fuel will pass down 

I through the port 41 vinto the space 3 of the 
engine cylinder ,8 and this passage of the 
fuel into said cylinder will occur even 
though the‘ said space 3 ‘may be ?lled full 
of gas under considerable pressure from the‘ 
engine piston not shown. In other 'words,_ 
as is vwell known, prior to my invention, it 
has been proposed to forcibly inject fuel 
from a state of rest into an engine cylinder 

1 ?lled with gas under pressure, but it has 
been invariably found that assoon as a valve 
such as 20 liftslinsuch cases, the ?rst P01’? 
tions of‘ the fuel which ‘pass said valve and 
enter the port 4 must of ‘necessity have a 
very ‘small velocity, and. therefore their‘ 
speed is not su?icient to cause the individual 
particles of the ?uid to break up into a very 

in portions of this said fuel, however, at 
tainghigher and higher velocities so that the 
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‘last portions of the ‘charge mayvmix fairly 
well with thegases under pressure ,in the 

~ space 3.’ ' ~ - _v 

' . But, on \the ‘other h?nd,\tll6 fact] remains‘ 
_5 that in said prior' devices .ithas not been 

heretofore possible. to impart. a su?icient ve- . 
locity to those portions of fuel which initi 
ally, enter the cylinder to cause‘ themgto 

- ?nely subdivide, and ‘thereforertfhe injec 
10 tion of fuel against gases ‘under, ressure 

\ in cylinders by the older devices as not 
.been satisfactory. " __ I , - ' . 

‘ 'By following-the process above disclosed, 
. ' however, the particles ‘offuel at all times 
15 may have aivery high velocity,_‘and there‘ 

fore, as soon as the valve 20, lifts, the initial 
as well as theoncoming particles enter the ' 

_ space 3 ?lled-withlgasunder pressure at a 
I . very highvelocity, they. are each-and all 
20 posses'sedof'a great dealbf-momentum, and 

- consequently, they suffer avery ?ne subdi- " 
vision, and vtherefore, ‘they mix thoroughly 
with said compressed ."gas throughout the 

_ ,period of-injection.v - ‘ _, " ‘ 

2t . It results from this 'thatjthe subdivision 
. and themixing of 'a char of fuel injected 
‘into a combustion chain r according .to' 
'myprocess is much more perfect andthe ex-_ 
plosion and combustion ismu'ch'more rapid 

80 and ‘perfect than it is" possible to attain 
under the old system, ' - / - _ _ . 

.‘Further, ‘by suitably adjusting the valve 
53 and'the static or dead pressure 'in-pipe 

,. 50, the stat-icor dead pressure in the pipe" 51, 
‘8.5 and in the chamber 6 may be made tohave 

' an - value desired, While‘ by providing a 
- suitable s eed for the ‘pump 54, the velocity 
of the‘ fue ‘ in said: chamber may also be made 
to have any value desired." ' In other words-,1 

40- by employing-the closed system, above illus-l > 
_ trated, fuel in the chamber’ 6 may not. only 

given a- very high‘ velocity, but it may? 
' also, at the‘ same time, be maintained in- said 
chamber at a pressure. higher than the pres 

45‘ sure in the space v3.~ It results from-this that. 
_ I am kenabled tosuccessfully .use fuels of'a 
higher viscosity-than. heretofore, to attain 
a etter mixing effect in the ‘space ~3\of the 

1 cylinder, and .to prevent the compressed 
50 gases in the space ,3 from, entering“ the 

pipes 50 and 51, a combined result not‘here‘-. 
' tofore possible, so far as I am aware. .. . 

As the fuel is injected into the cylinder 8,‘ 
_ the pressure inthe pipe 521s reduced,‘and 
55 the valve 57 having been set ‘at the proper 

- pointzwill lift, whereupon the pump 59 auto 
matically supplies a su?icient amount of fuel 

'_ - ‘to replace the fuel-‘lost from the closedv sys 
tem, ‘and maintains the ressure that has 

60 been previously ?xed in t e pipe 52 by the 
' ad'ustment-of the valve 57. . ‘ - - 

n addition to 'ltheabove, bypassing the 
fuel through the‘ heating coil- 55, before it 

- reaches the chamber 6, I am enabled to‘ im-' 
at part any desired temperature to said ,fuebi 

before igniting‘ it in?'tlie~ cylinder. By‘ thus 

' a 

preheatin " the fuel be'fore’it is injected into the cylin er, ignition is- renderedv more‘e'asy', > 

and certain'an'd the smoothoperation of the '. 
engine is insured. . ~~ _ _ - 

‘In the form of the inventionshownun. 
70 

Figs. 8 and 9, instead-of providing-for a a ' 

plug 62' to the annular‘chamber 63 whence 
~ it passesdout through the exit 64 if the. valve 
“??ibe'closed, or it passes down through .the 
ort4 if said valve‘ 65 is open. .In this case 

it _will be‘ seen that a _ continuous motion 
is also imparted to the fuel by means of the 

~rotary motion of the fuel before it reaches _ the port 4, the fuel is merely forced through 
the inlet60,'_and passages 61 of the valve 75 

80 

pump 54 through the ipes 50 and. .52. 66‘ . 
represents a fuel supp y and'the valve 65 , 
‘may .be operated by. any suitable means not 
shown. t a - a - 

I In the still further modi?ed 
invention shown in Fi . 
combustion ?ask such gr example as a turl 
bine chamber, 71, 72 and 73pinjectors' of the 
types above disclosed‘ each associated with 
c osed circuits not illustrated, but each capa-' 
,ble of delivering a fluid to its corresponding 
injector,landvthere imparting toesaid ?uid-a 
predetermined continuous velocity. For ex 
ample, injector 71 may deliverga hydrocar 
bon oil, injector 72may deliver air, o'r'oxy-c' " i 

- gen," and injector- 73 may-deliver Water, their’ 
location being. so arranged that‘an intimate 
mixture of the sprays‘ from injectors 71 and 
72 takes place-forv combustion or explosion, 
and ‘the .spray from injector 73 being ar- - 

formof; the, . 
2/, 70 represents a " 

l00~ 

ranged to cool or be heated from the “prod; I i » 
" ucts of combustion.- 'The ?nal gaseous mix 
ture escapes through the directing nozzle. 7 5 
against t efbuckets 7 6. of a ‘turbine wheel. 

In all the forms of the invention it will be 
105 

seenthat I .have provided .a method of and . 
app ratus for injecting fuel, whether-liquid ; 
or‘gaseous or atmixture'ofithe two, or a 
mixture' ofione or, both with ?nely divided 
solids, into an engine cylinderlor combustion 
chamber. ‘That in each form I impart to 
said fuel'a continuous motion, by virtue of , which the fuel is injected into ‘and mixed ‘ -, 

115 with the contents'of the-‘combustion chem? 
her. By this mode ofprocedure it will be 

said. chamberv containing: com ressed gases‘ 
therein'tol?nely'subdlvide an to mix with 
said compresse gases just as e?ici'ently as do 
‘the last (portions of each charge, a result not 
.heretofore'attained, in so far as I‘a'm aware. ' 

11o. 

vclear that I am enabled to cause the very »_ .. 
?rst or initial portions of the: fuel entering _ _ 

120 " 

Further, it will befobserved that I am one = ' 
abled to ,regulate the constant continuous 

‘ .or static 'ressure existing in theclosed ci'r 
125 

cuits so‘ t at said compressed gases in said ' ' 
combustion chamber do-not leakput into the 
‘fuel ‘circuit; - 

It will alsobeobservedl'thatll era was, 130’ 



. quantity of fuel. 
10 

to regulate the velocities at which the fuel 
or other fluids pass the port 4, and there 
fore I can successfully use in-the engine at 
different times fuels of different qualities‘. 

In practice I "prefer to so control the 
movem'ents‘of the valve 20 as ‘will permit 
some passage of the fuel or ?uid through the 
system' at‘ all times. It is evident that the 

or ?uid admitted to the 
combustion chamber may be readily varied 
by varying the duration of the period be 
tween the ‘opening and closing of the port fl, 
and thus eliminate the necessity of employ- ; 

- ing the'devices for measuring the quantity 
[5 

20 

25 

30 

- better control the'quantity 
40 

45 

_ I may readily. reduce the temperature at any ‘ 

of ?uid or’ fuel that are now ordinarily em 
ployed. _ 1' ' 1 . a 

, It is further’ evident that when a plurality 
of injectors are employed on the same cyl-_ 
inder, or combustion chamber, (see for ex 
ample ‘Fig. 2), each of said injectors may 
‘independently ‘ control the admission of a ' 
separate ?uid such‘ as a fuelhydrocarbon, 
air and water, and thus greatly improve the 
control of the combustion in the cylinder, 
and the e?icien’cy of the engine. 

It will also now be clear that an, impor 
tant feature of this invention is to be found 
in the fact that I am enabled to eliminate all 
atomizing or spraying agents such-as com 
pressed air, and their accompanying com 
plicated apparatus, as well as their attend 
ant objections. Where the engine is of small 
horse power‘ and only a very small‘quantity 
of fuel is injected at a time, into the cylin 
der, I prefer-‘to so control the movements of 
the valve 20 as‘ will permit‘ the passage of 
the major portion of the fuel, or ?uid, 
through the system at all times, in order to‘ 

and ‘velocity ofv 
the fuel injected.’ ‘i 

It will be 
circulationof oil around the valve stem the 
latter is kept cool, provided the oil itself is» 
cool, but of‘ course, the heat acquired by the 
oil gradually raisesrits temperature. Should 
this heat 'become'excessive from any cause, 

" time by employing the coil 55 as a cooling 

50 
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60 

‘cooling the same. 

coil instead of a heating coil. In fact, should 
there develop any tendency of the oil to de 
compose 
bon, I could employ the said coil 55 as a 
cooling coil, vor in some cases, I could em 
ploy two coils in the circuits 50 and 52, the 
one for heating the oil and“ the other for 

While one coil is being 
employed the other may be cut off. In ad 
dition‘to the above, 
‘foreign ‘matter appear in ‘the ‘oil it will be 
then‘ desirable to employ a ?lter in the cir~ 
cuit. Such ?lter maybe of any desired con 
struction and .placedat any convenient por 
tion-of the circuit." . . . 
It is obvious’ that those skilled in the art 

may vary the steps] and combinations of 

the moving 

’ said. fuel ‘sui?cient 

-a continuous predetermined 

observed that by the continuous ' 

with a consequent deposit of car- . 

should carbon or other -‘ 

»‘ said fuel; and means for 

_ 1,252,254; 

steps constituting my process as well as the _ 
details of the construction and the arrange: 
ment of parts constituting the apparatus, 

‘7 Without departing from the spirit of the m 
vention, and ‘therefore, I do not wish to. be 

- limited to the above disclosure except as may 
be required by the claims. 
What I claim is :——~ ‘ c ' , 

1. The ‘process of, injecting fuel into a 
combustion chamberfwhich consists in im 

to said fuel; increasing the velocity of said 
fuel at a point inits path; and automati 
cally at said point'admitting a portion‘- of 

fuel into said combustion cham 
ber, substantially as described. - 
‘ 2 The, process of injecting-fuel into an, 
enginev cylinder containing a gas under pres 
sure, which consists in imparting a continu 
one and uninterrupted motion to 
sufficient to enable it to overcome the resist 
ance of-said gas; and intermittently admit 
ting the moving fuel 
stantially as described. . r 

3. The process of injecting fuel into an 
engine cylinder against the resistance of a 
compressed, gas therein, which consists in 
imparting a continuous rotary motion to 

to overcome said resist 
ance; and intermittently admittingsaid ro 

said fuel 

into said cylinder, sub-, 

70 

75 

‘ parting a continuousmotion ‘under pressure p 

80 

as 

or 

tating fuel into said cylinder, substantially _ 
as described.v , 

4. The process'of injecting a fuel into an 
engine cylinder which consists in imparting 

velocity and 
pressure tosaid fuel outside said cylinder; 
and automatically at predetermined inter- A 
,vals , opening communication‘ between said 
fuel andvsaid cylinder, substantially‘ as de 
scribed. 
‘' 5'. The process of" injecting fuel intoaan", 
engine cylinder containing a gas under pres¢ ‘ 

imparting a continuous motion in a closed 
circuit to said preheated fuel sufficient to en-‘ 
able it to overcome the resistance of sai 
gas; and inte I 'ttently admitting the mov 
ing ‘fuelvinto said cylinder, substantially as 
described. ’ . ' ' . - ~ 

6.1 In an apparatus‘ for injecting fuel into 
an engine cylinder, the combination of 
means for ‘imparting a. predetermined con 
tinuous rotary motion to said fuel outside 
saidhylinder'; andmeans for automatically 

said cylinder, substantially as~ described. 
, 7. In an apparatus for injecting, fuel into 

'an engine cylinder the combination of a fuel 
for imparting a continuous f supply; means 

rotary motion in a‘closed circuit to saidfuel 
outside said cylinder; means for preheating 

automatically ‘and 
intermittently admitting ‘saidlpreheated fuel 
into said cylinder, substantially asdescribed; 

8. In an apparatus for inj fuel into 

sure, which consists in preheating said fuel ;. _ 

and intermittently admitting said fuel to 1 
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.. an engine cylinder, the combination‘ of a 
pump and connections for continuously 01I‘- 
culating the fuel in a closed system; an in 
jector ,nozzle in said system‘ connected to 
said cylinder; a valve controlling communi 
cation between said nozzle and cylinder; 
and means‘associated With said nozzle for 
increasingithe velocity of said fuel as it, 
moves past said valve,_substantially as de 
scribed. . 

9.. In anapparatus for injecting fuel into 
an engine cylinder, the combination of a 

> pump and connections for continuously cir 

lb 

'20. 

'25 

36 

.40 

60 

culating the fuel in a closed. system; an"_in~ 
jector nozzle in said system connected to 
said cylinder; a valve controlling communi 
cation‘ between. said nozzle and cylinder; 
and means associated with saidfnozzle for 
imparting a rotary motion to, and incr'eas- _ 
ing the velocity of said'fucl as it moves past 
said valve, substantially. as .described. 

v10. In an apparatus for injectin fuel 
"into an engine cylinder the combination of 
an injector nozzle provided with a port en 
tering said cylinder; a valve controlling 
said port; means for automatically operat- ' 
ing said valve; and means for continuously 
imparting .a rotary motion at a high ve 
locity to said fuel as it passes said valve, 
substantially as described.~ 

_ 11. In an apparatus for injecting fuel into 
an engine 'cylinder‘the combination 70f an 
injector'nozzle providedwith a port enter 
ing said cylinder; a valve controlling said 
port; means for automatically operating 
said valve;_m'eans for preheating said fuel; 
means for controlling the pressure of rsaid 
fuel at said. valve; and‘means for continu 
ously imparting a rotary'motion a't aiyhigh 
velocity to said fuel as it passes said valve, 
substantially'as described. a -' ' 

12. In an apparatus for injecting fuel into 
an engine'cylinder the combination of an in 
jector nozzle provided with a port entering 
"said cylinder; a valve controlling said. port; 

/' means for automatically operatin said 
valve; vmeans for preheating sai ‘fuel; 
means for supplying fuel'to thesystem as. 
fast as it is taken therefrom; and means 
for ‘continuously imparting a'rotary-imotion 

' at a high velocity to said‘ fuel as it passes 
said valve, substantially as described. 

13. The process of injectin a fuel and a 
fluid into a combustion chain er whichlcon 
sists in impartin continuous motions to__ 
said fuel and ?ui ; and automaticall inde- - 
pendeiitly and intermittently admitting the 
moving fuel and fluid into said chamber,‘ 
substantially as described. 

14.‘ The process of injecting a fuel and 
water into an engine cylinder which consists 
in imparting continuous motions to said fuel 
‘and water; and automatically, independ 
ently, intermittently and successively admit- _ 
ting the moving fuel and water into said 
cylinder, substantially as described. - 

15'. The process of injecting a ?uid. into an 
inclosui'e which consists in continuously cir 
culating said fluid along a predetermined 
path and at a predetermined point not 10-. 
catedxat the end of said path imparting a 
rotary motion to said fluid; and admitting a 
predetermined portion of the same into said 
.inclosure, substantially as described. - ; > 

16. In an apparatus for- injecting ’fuel 
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means for continuously circulating the fuel ; 
‘ in a closed system, an injector nozzle in said 
‘system connected to said cylinder; a-valve 
controlling communication between said 80 
nozzle and cylinder, means associated ‘with I 
said; nozzle for. increasing the; velocity of 
said fuel as it moves past said valve ;_,and 
means associated with said valve for in- -' 
creasing the pressure’ of ‘the moving fuel 
when said valve opens and admits fuel into 

, the engine cylinder, substantially as de-_ 
scribed. 

17. The process of injecting fuel into a' 
combustion chamber which consists in im 90 
parting ‘motion and pressure to said‘fuel; _ 
increasing'the velocity and decreasing the 
pressure ' of said fuel at 'a predetermined 
point" in- its path; and‘ then automaticallyv 
and intermittently at said point increasing 
the pressure of said fuelewli'ile admitting 
the‘ same into said chamber, substantially as 
described. ' ' ' . ~ - ' . 

‘In' testimony whereof I a?ix my si ature'. 
*JOSEPH O. If‘IS ER, 
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into an engine cylinder, the combination of ' ~' 


